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[57] ABSTRACT

An image data output apparatus having a plurality of

memories, a plurality of latch circuits corresponding in

number to the memories, a data selector, and a timing

pulse generator. A plurality of pixel data corresponding

to a plurality of pixels constituting an image are stored

in the memories. A plurality of read clock signals hav-

ing different timings are supplied from the timing pulse

generator to the memories to read pixel data from the

memories at different timings. The read-out pixel data

are applied at different timings to the latch circuits. A
plurality of latch signals having different timings are

supplied from the timing pulse generator to the latch

circuits, to thereby make definite the pixel data at the

latch circuits at different timings. The defmite pixel data

are supplied to the data selector to which a select signal

from the timing pulse generator is applied. Thus* the

pixel data are sequentially outputted one after another

from the data selector.

4 Claims, 5 Drawing Sheets
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FIG. 5
PRIOR ART
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1 2

supplied, the data selector 7 outputs pixel data D at the

IMAGE DATA OUTPUT APPARATUS timings shown in FIG. 6(H).

With the above mentioned apparatus, however, if the

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION frequency of the read clock signal R becomes high and

, r . , H 5 the read timings become high speed, then the time from
1. rieiu or tne invention ^ leading^ of^ latch £gndi L to the time when
The present invention relates to an image data output . „ f . * . . . ,

° . . £ , _ , -
^

. , , . . j : the output data form the latch circuit 6 becomes defi-
apparatus, and more particularly to an image data out- •* • *u *: • -* j • u- u »u ,j *

4 f *•« ***• iiite, lc, the time penod dunng which the output data
put apparatus for sequentially outputting one after an- . .

' ~ \- .
r .r-. *\

,F
, * **

6 w is indefinite, becomes non-negligible as compared to the
other

R
a plurality of pixe data stored m a memory. More

time required for one pixel data. Thus, the pro-
specifically the present mvention relates to an image ^^1^
data output apparatus wherem: a plurality of read clock J^ read timin of^ conventional
signals from the timmg puke generator are sequential y ^ be^ome^ d, £ei data which should
applied one after another to a plurahty of memories to ^ be ^ rcsu]tin in a rc.

read each one of a plurality of pixel data corresponding
13 produced -J^™

to a plurality of pixels constituting an image; a plurality
H

of read-out pixel data are applied to latch circuits to SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
latch them upon application of latch signals from the ^ t mvention^ been madc in view of the
timing puhe generator to the latch circuits; and a plural-

above £oblems . It is ^ object of the resent invention
ity of latched pixel data are applied

1
tc>a data selector to

2Q tQ idc m^ data out t apparatus ^ablc of
serially output the plurality of latched pixel data there-

0 rating correctiy and outputting proper pixel data
from upon application of date selector signals from the

onc after mibjU cven at a^^ of reading
timing selector to the data selector.

the pixd data fom mcmorics.

2. Related Background Art ^ data output apparatus of this invention has
According to a conventional technique, the follow-

25 m organization ^ dcscribed below. In the image data
ing processmg has been performed: An image is di-

output apparatus described below, a plurality of latch
vided, for example, into m rows in the horizontal direc-

tfxcwta corresponding in number to that of the plurality
tion and n columns in the vertical direction to obtain a ofmemories are provided, each of the plurality of latch
plurality of pixel groups. Each pixel group has i pixels,

circuits being supplied with pixel data from a corre-
and i memories corrsponding in number to that of the 30 spending 0ne of the plurality of memories, and wherein
pixels included in a pixel group are provided. Each of a plurality 0f read clock signals are outputted from the
the i pixels is converted into one bit (binary) image data timing circuit at different timings to respective memo-
for example. The i image pixel data are called a unit ^^ a plurality of latch signals are outputted from
Each pixel data in a unit is stored in a corresponding one fae timing circuit at different timings to respective latch

of the i memories.. In reproducing an image, i pixel data 35 circuits,

constituting a first unit are first read out of the i memo-
ries. The read-out i pixel data are serially outputted one BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
after another. Subsequently, the pixel data in second pjo. 1 is a block diagram showing an embodiment of
and third units are subjected to similar processing as m apparatus of the present invention;

above, to thereby serially output all of the pixel data one 40 piG. 2 is a timing chart for a description ofthe opera-
after another. In accordance with the pixel data serially

tion Qf the apparatus shown in FIG. 1;

outputted one after another, an image is reproduced and FIG. 3 is a circuit diagram in block form showing an
displayed on a CRT, for example. example of the timing pulse generator of the apparatus

FIG. 5 shows an image data output apparatus to be shown in FIG. 1;

used for the above-described processing to output pixel 45 FIG. 4 is a timing chart for a description of the opera-

data one after another. In this apparatus, i is assumed to tion of the timing pulse generator shown in FIG. 3;

be "4". Thus, four memories 1 to 4 are provided to- FIG. 5 is a block diagram showing an example of a

gether with a timing pulse generator 5, a latch circuit 6 conventional apparatus; and
and a data selector 7 from which pixel data are serially FIG. 6 is a timing chart for a description of the opera-

outputted one after another. Particularly, the timing 50 tion of the apparatus shown in FIG. 5.

pulse generator 5 generates a read clock signal R as
nT3TArT Pn np^ri?tptton hf thf

shown in FIG. 6(A) to supply it to the memories 1 to 4. J J^^^SwIISx^kV^
The pixel data are accordingly outputted from the PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS
memories 1 to 4 at the leading edge of the read clock FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing an embodiment of

signal R the pixel data being outputted thereafter from 55 an apparatus according to the present invention. In the

the data selector 7. The pixel data read from the memo- Figure, similar elements to those shown in FIG. 5. are

ries 1 to 4 are as shown in FIGS. 6(B) to 6(E). In the designated by using identical numbers and repeated

Figures, Mx,y corresponds to a pixel data of the y-th description thereof will be omitted. Each of the memo-
data in a memory x. ries 1 to 4 is preferably of a type in which serial access

The pixel data read out of the memories 1 to 4 are 60 —i.e., read-out address being automatically—incre-

supplied to the latch circuit 6 and latched at the leading mented by_a read clock signal—is possible. In this exam-'

edge of a latch signal L shown in FIG. 6(F). The^jTple, a timing pulse generator 8 supplies read clock sig- )

latched pixel data are supplied to the data selector 7
:=
^~~<ria\$ Rl to R4 shown in FIGS. 2(A) to 2(D) to associ-/

which selectively and sequentially outputs the latched ated memories 1 to 4, the timings of the read clock

pixel data one after another. A select signal S supplied 65^signals Rl to R4 being displaced or offset relative, to.

from the timing pulse generator 5 as shown in FIG. v^eacrrother as seen from FIGS..2(A) to 2(E>X./Therefore,

6(G) determines from which memory a pixel data is pixel data stored beforehand in the memories 1 to 4 are

outputted. When select signal S shown in FIG. 6(G) is read at timings shown in FIGS. 2(E) to 2(H). Each pixel
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3
data read from the memories 1 to 4 is supplied to associ-

ated latch circuits 6 1 to 64. The timing pulse generator 8

also supplies latch signals LI to L4 with timings as

shown in FIGS. 2(1) to 2(L) to associated latch circuits

61 to 64. Each pixel data latched at the latch circuits 61 5

to 64 is supplied to a data selector 7 in a manner similar

to that of a conventional apparatus. A select signal S

shown in FIG. 2(M) from the timing pulse generator 8

is being supplied to the data selector 7 so that pixel D
shown in FIG. 2(N) are outputted from the data selec- 10

tor 7.

The timings of the read clock signals Rl to R4 sup-

plied to the memories 1 to 4 are displaced relative to

each other as shown in FIG. 2. The latch signals LI to

L4 supplied to the latch circuits 61 to 64 are also dis- 15

placed relative to each other. And further, the timings

of the read clock signal Ri (i =1, 2, 3 or 4) for reading

out a datum, the latch signal Li for latching that datum

and the select signal S for selecting that datum are dis-

placed relative to each other. Thus, even at high speed 20

read timings, the time when output data becomes defi-

nite at the latch circuit, i.e., the time period during

which the output data is indefinite, can substantially be

neglected as compared to the time required for output-

ting one pixel data. That is, the processing capability of 25

the data selector 7 can follow such a high speed opera-

tion. As described previously, although a conventional

apparatus has a problem in that pixel data which should

not be outputted are outputted, thereby resulting in a

poor reproduced image, the apparatus of this example 30

can eliminate this problem.

Next, an example of the timing pulse generator 8 will

be described with reference to FIG. 3. The timing pulse

generator 8 is provided with a counter 13, a decoder 14

and shift registers 15 and 16. The counter 13 shown in 35

FIG. 3 is a quaternary counter. In the case where i is n,

an n-nary counter may be sed.

Main clock signal CLK for display purpose shown in

FIG. 4(A) is applied via a terminal 11 to a clock termi-

nal CK of the counter 13 which counts them. The fre- 40

quency of the main clock signal CLK is equal to that

used for displaying one pixel. No image is displayed on

a screen during a horizontal blanking period. To this

end, a horizontal blanking signal is supplied via a termi-

nal 12 to a clear terminal C of the counter 13 during the 45

horizontal blanking period to thereby stop the count

operation by the counter 13. An output signal (select

signal S) from the counter 13 is sent to a terminal 17 and

also supplied to the decoder 14. A select signal S from

the counter 13 is shown in FIG. 4(B). 50

The decoder 14 outputs a signal Ql (S) shown in

FIG. 4(C) from its first output terminal Ql when the

count value (select signal S) of the counter 13 takes a

first value ("2"), and outputs a signal Q2 (S) shown in

FIG. 4(D) from its second output terminal Q2 at a sec- 55

ond value ("3"). Signal Ql (S) from the first output

terminal Ql of the decoder 14 is supplied to the shift

register 15, while signal Q2 (S) from the second output

terminal Q2 of the decoder 14 is supplied to the shift

register 16. To a clock terminal CK of each of the shift 60

registers 15 and 16, main clock signal CLK from the

terminal 11 is supplied. Therefore, the shift register 15

delays the signal Ql (S) in response to main clock signal

CLK to output read clock signals Rl to R4 from termi-

nals I81 to I84 by delaying the signal Ql (S) by 1 to 4 65

CLK clock pulses. Similarly, the shift register 16 delays

the signal Q2 (S) in response to main clock signal CLK
to output latch signals LI to L4 from terminal 19 1 to

4
194 by delaying the signal Q2 (S) by 1 to 4 CK clock

pulses.

Although four memories and four latch circuits have

been used in the example shown in FIG. 1, n memories

and n latch circuits are used if i is n. Also, each pixel

data may be represented using two or more bits.

In the apparatus shown in FIG. 1, the timings of the

read clock signals supplied to the memories are dis-

placed relative to each other, and the timings of the

latch signals supplied to the latch circuits are displaced

relative to each other. Therefore, data selection by the

data selector even at a high speed data reading timing is

always accomplished after output data from the latch

circuit becomes definite. Further, as described with

reference to FIG. 3, the timing pulse generator is real-

ized by the use of a simple circuit arrangement having a

shit register, wherein main clock signal pulses for dis-

play purpose having a frequency identical to that used

for displaying one pixel are counted, and decoded count

signals are shifted at the shift register in response to the

main clock signal to obtain read clock signals and latch

signals.

What is claimed is:

1. A image data output apparatus wherein a plurality

of read clock signals from a timing pulse generator are

sequentially applied one after another to a plurality of

memories to read out therefrom each one of a plurality

of pixel data stored therein corresponding to a plurality

of pixels constituting an image, said plurality of read-out

pixel data are applied to latch circuits to latch said read-

out pixel data upon application of latch signals from the

timing pulse generator to the latch circuits, and a plural-

ity of said latched pixel data are applied to a data selec-

tor to serially output the plurality of latched pixel data

therefrom upon application of data selector signals from

the timing pulse generator to the data selector, the:

a plurality of said latch circuits corresponding in

number to that of the plurality of said memories are

provided, each of the plurality of latch circuits

being supplied with pixel data from a correspond-

ing one of the plurality of memories,

a plurality of read clock signals are outputted from

said timing pulse generator at different respective

timings, each respective one of said plurality of

read clock signals being applied to a respective one

of said plurality of memories, and

a plurality of respective latch signals are outputted

from said timing pulse generator at different re-

spective timings, each respective one of said plural-

ity of latch signals being applied to a corresponding

respective one of said plurality of latch circuits.

2. An image data output apparatus according to claim

1, wherein said data selector signals from said timing

pulse generator are applied to said data selector after

said plurality of pixel data become definite at said plu-

rality of latch circuits.

3. An image data output apparatus according to claim

1, wherein said timing pulse generator comprises:

a counter for counting a main clock signal for display

purposes having a frequency identical to that used

for displaying one pixel,

a decoder for respectively outputting a first decoded

signal (Ql) and a second decoded signal (Q2) when
a count value of said counter respectively takes a

first predetermined value and a second predeter-

mined valuel which is more than the first predeter-

mined value,

03/18/2004, EAST Version: 1.4.1
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a first shift register (15) for generating said plurality

of read clock signals at different respective timings

by delaying said first decoded signal for every one

clock cycle of said main clock signal, and

a second shift register (16) for generating said plural-

ity of latch signals at different respective timings by

delaying said second decoded signal for every one

clock cycle of said main-clock signal.

4. An image data output apparatus according n to

claim 3, wherein said counter has a clear terminal to

which a horizontal blanking signal is applied for stop-

ping the count operation of said counter during a hori-

zontal blanking period.*****
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